
A BIRD EYE VIEW OVER BALURGHAT MUNICIPALITY 
 

DIST. DAKSHIN DINAJPUR 
 
LOCATION AND LOCAL FEATURES 

Balurghat Town is comprised of Mouza Chakbhabani, Khadimpur, Bangi, Narayanpur, Balurghat, 

Bara Raghunathpur, part of Hosseinpur and part of Dakra. The name of the town has been derived 

from “BALUKAKIRNAGHAT” meaning a ghat full of sand. Another interpretation is that long before 

there was a river ghat near the existing temple of Burakali. The old Ghat is now called 

“Barikalitala”. Barikalitala in course of times is renowned as Burakali. The geographical location of 

Balurghat is 25 degree 13 minutes N Latitude and 88 degree 47 minutes E Longitude.  
 

Balurghat, the District Head Quarter town of Dakshin Dinajpur is situated in the east of the 

Atrayee river and is surrounded by the Border of 2 Km to 9 Km from the center of the town. After 

partition in 1947, the newly created District, West Dinajpur was formed by splitting the South 

Western part of Old Dinajpur District in Bengal and Balurghat was selected as headquarter of the 

new District. Since then the District Administration had been running from here till it was 

bifurcated and the two Districts, namely, Dakshin Dinajpur and Uttar Dinajpur were formed in 

1992. This town is the most important Urban Center being headquarter of the District. 
 

The Metropolitan City of Calcutta is 450 Km away from here, and Siliguri is about 280 Km away in 

North. The other cluster of Urban Centers are Gangarampur – (42 Km), Hili – (26 Km), Kaliaganj –  

(81 Km), Raiganj – (110 Km) and Englishbazar – (110 Km). 

 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TOWN   

Like other towns in West Bengal, the settlement pattern of this town was unplanned and 

population concentration and distribution of the town was mainly haphazard due to heavy influx 

of immigrants from erstwhile East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). Just after the Bangladesh war in 

1971, most of the evacuees who took shelter in this Town never returned back to Bangladesh. 

Simultaneously, people in search of economic opportunities and other related facilities came to 

this Town from the neighbouring villages and settled here.  
 

Although Balurghat was mere a village town in the British regime yet it had a remarkable role in 

the sphere of “Independence War”. Balurghat is the land from where many freedom fighters 

started and carried out the freedom movement against the British Imperialism. This Town gave 

birth to sons like Dr. Dhiren Banerjee, Dr. Sushil Ranjan Chattopadhyay, Saraj Ranjan 

Chattopadhyay, Md. Abdul Jobber Mia and so many personalities who fought against the British 

Rule till they quitted. The participation of the people of Balurghat under their leadership to “Quit 

India Movement” in 1942 and “TEBHAGAANDOLONE” At Khanpur, which is a few kilometers away 

from Balurghat Town, have been acknowledged by the Indian History and this present generation 

cannot forget their patriotism.  
 

There are 2 Colleges (General Education), one B. Ed, one Law College and 14 nos. Secondary / 

Higher Secondary Level Schools in this town. 
 

This town has a great role in Education, Art and Cultures. A good number of Little Magazine and 

weeklies, fortnightlies are published from here regularly.  
 

This town is linked with Railway connection with Kolkata & Bus services from Kolkata and the 

towns of North Bengal directly.  



 

 

   
 
 
 

Ø Municipality established  - 18th June, 1951 
 
Ø Population (as per census 2001) - Male   - 68,871 

  
       Female  - 66,866  
       Total    -        1,35,737 

 
Ø Projected Population (on 2009) - 1,50,000 (approx) 
 
Ø Area of Municipality   - 10.56 Sq.K.M. 

 
Ø No. of Ward     - 23 Nos. 

 
Ø No. of Holding   - 16,268 

 
Ø Length of Roads   - Bituminous Road - 77   K.M. 

C.C. Road  - 46   K.M. 
Brick Paved   -   9   K.M.   
Katcha Road   - 22   K.M. 

 
Ø Length of Drains   - Masonry Drain - 138  K.M. 

Katcha Drain   -    66 K.M.  
 
Ø Bus Stand    - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Taxi Stand    - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Truck Terminus   - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Meeting Hall    - 1 (one) No. 
 
Ø Guest House     - 4 (four) Nos. at Balurghat 

1 (one) No. at Kolkata 
 
Ø Ceremonial Hall / Multi Purpose  - 10 (ten) Nos. 

Centres 
 
Ø Park & Gardens   - 8 (eight) Nos. 

 
Ø Market     - 8 (eight) Nos. 

 
Ø Street Lighting    - Fluorescent Lamp  - 1725 

       Bulb    - 1284 
       Sodium Vapour  - 1011 
       Total    - 4020 

 
Ø Matri Sadan & Pouro Hospital  - 1 (one) No. 

(with all modern facilities of  
Pathological test including  
C.T. Scan etc. under PPP with  
Malda Sonoscan 

 

 
Ø O.P.D. [IPP-VIII (EXTN.)] /   - 2 (two) Nos. 
 
Ø Indoor Hospital / Matrisadan - 1 (one) with 30 beds. 
 
 

AT A GLANCE 



 
 
Ø Primary School   - 2 (two) Nos. 
 
Ø Municipal Office Building  - 2 (two) Nos. 

 
Ø Municipal Building rented to  - 25 (twenty five) Nos. 

Other offices. 
 

Ø Community Hall   - 23 (twenty three) Nos. 
 
Ø Auditorium     - 1 (one) No. (875 seating capacity) 

 
Ø Art Gallery with Mini Auditorium - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Burning Ghat with Wood Based - 2 (two) No.      
 Crematorium. 
 
Ø Hand Operated Tube-wells  - 124 1 Nos. 
 
Ø Deep Tube-wells with Pipe Line - 4 (four) Nos. 

 
Ø Overhead Reservoir   - 2 (two) Nos. 

 
Ø Pipe Line     - 42.74 K.M. 

 
Ø Ambulance    - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Medical Van     - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Bier     - 2 (two) Nos. 

 
Ø Truck     - 2 (two) Nos. 

 
Ø Tractor    - 11 (eleven ) Nos. 

 
Ø Dumper Placer   - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Auto Dumper Cleaner  - 4 (four) Nos.   

 
Ø Drain Cleaner    - 2 (two) No s. 

 
Ø Cess Pool Emptier    - 2 (two) Nos. 

 
Ø Road Roller     - 2 (two) Nos. 

 
Ø Swimming Pool (National Level) - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Gymnasium (16 sty)   - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Children Library with Video Show - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Working Women Hostel  - 1 (one) No. 

 
Ø Trenching Ground   - 1 (one) No.  

(covering 10 acre) 
 

  

 

 

 



      

RIVER AROUND BALURGHAT TOWN 
 

INTRODUCTION  : 

There is good reason to suppose that main rivers are gradually becoming shallower through silting 

up. The immediate cause of this is the sluggishness of their currents through out the greater part 

of the year. The river channels are will marked and fairy constant, through there is evidence that 

in the past this was not always so, and that change of course occasionally took place. Into the 

main river flow many small stream or khals. Figure 8 shows the major river / Kharis around 

Balurghat Municipality. 
 

THE ATRAI  : 

The Atrai the once mighty river and a major distributaries channel of the river Tista enters the 

district in police station Kumarganj at Kamdebpur. Passing through the Kumarganj police station 

the river enters Balurghat and continues to its southerly course and ultimately passes out to 

Rajshahi district of Bangladesh at Chabhatsala. Passing through Rajshahi it finally joins a branch 

of the Ganges called the Baral in the Pabna district. The district headquarter Balurghat is situated 

in its left bank. It is said that the present Atrai was at one time the main channel of the Tista, but 

in 1787 -88 this latter river changed its course and made its way to the Brahmaputra through the 

Rangpur district, thereby greatly diminishing the volume of water passing though the Atrai and its 

sister channels Jamuna and karatoya. 
 

Record reveals that up to 1787, the river Tista and Karotoya were the same river that flowed 

through the Atrai-Punarbhaba into the Ganga. Neo-tectonic activity coupled with high intensity 

rainfall induced flash -flood caused massive shifting of the river. The so-called whale backed 

subsurface ridge of the Baikunthapur-Fulbari became active and the Tista migrates eastward 

bifurcating the river Karotoya. Major Rennel’s Atlas of 1770 shows the old course of the river and 

he states the Tista is a larger river which runs almost parallel to the Ganges by two distinct 

channels situated about twenty miles from each other, and a third channel at same time 

discharges itself into the Meghna: but during the season of floods the Ganges runs into the Tista 

whose outlet is then continued to the channel that communicates with the Meghna. 
 

Thus, the once wide Tista-Karotoya valley dried up and only two narrow channels namely 

Karotoya and sahu are still visible. During the flood of 1788-89, the Tista shifted further east and 

reached Permekhligunje - Jaldhaka of present Bangladesh. 
 

Under orders of the Governor General in Council an attempt was made in June in 1889 to restore 

the Tista to it s original Channel, however, it was abandoned as impracticable six months later. The 

importance of the river Atrai has suffered further during the following years due to massive 

aggradations which is also noticeable in many Bengal’s rivers. The process has been hastened 

further by rising of the level of the river-bed during the earthquake in 1897.    
 

Notwithstanding, it is still the most important river in the district, during the rainy months it 

carries a considerable trade of grains. The Atrai channel is wide, shallow and sandy and slugging. 

At the time of the Revenue Survey in 1863, Major Sher reported about the unpredictable 

behaviour of the river Atrai particularly it tendency of avulsion. During the rainy season it is 

navigable for large boats throughout it course, however, during the rest of the year it is fordable. 

 

 



 

During its course through the district the Atrai is joined by several small streams, of which the old 

Atrai and the Ichhamati on its eastern bank arr the most important. Both of these rivers enter the 

district to the east of Khansama. The former joins the Atrai about 20km below this town while the 

latter joins it at Patiram some 58km in a straight line lower down. 

 

 

THE DANGA KHARI  : 

The Danga khari, a tributary to the mighty river Atrai apparently originates from the Danga bill 

situated about 5 km away from Balurghat town towards the north east direction. 

However, the Danga bill has a large catchment of 44.537.sq.km further north east direction. The 

discharge from the catchment area thus accumulates in the bill and ultimately discharged into the 

Danga khari and drained into the parent river Atrai.thus, the Danga Khari watershed has two 

distinct part i.e., the upper part having 4453.6 hectare area and the lower segment with only 

486.4 hectare watershed area (Fig.8). 

 

The Danga Khari acts as the all important drainage way for the Balurghat municipality . of late, 

the Khari has been exhibiting precarious situation to its relation with the parent river Atrai vis -à-

vis the drainage/water logging scenario of Balurghat Municipality which will be discussed in the 

following sections. 

 

 

OTHER RIVERS  : 

Among the other rivers around Balurghat town the Ghuksir Khari, Khalkalia Khari and Kalkali khari 

are noteworthy to the east of Atrai river and Kasidanga khari to the west of Atrai river (Fig.8). 

among these rivers, Kalkali Khari a tributary of the Ghuksir khari is important under the present 

Scenario as it might be instrumental in easing out the age old water logging problem of Balurghat 

Municipality. 

 

 

EFFECT OF EMBANKMENTS 

 

The river Atrai near Balurghat town has been suffered seriously from the bank erosion vis-à-vis 

avulsion. A paleo-channel in the heart of Balurghat town bears the mute testimony of many such 

episodes. The situation became very serious when 41.93 hectare land of Balurghat Municipality 

swelled by the river Atrai. To protect Balurghat town from the Atrai flood and bank erosion vis -à-

vis avulsion, embankment have been constructed (phase wise) since 1980s, all along the 

Municipal area. Patches of embankments have also been constructed along the khari within the 

municipal area. The effect of such massive interference is found to be detrimental in maintaining 

the normal health of the river. It is true, that ht embankment protects Balurghat town not only 

from many episodes of floods but also to retain its territorial area, yet it was found not enough 

during the flood of 2005 when, huge flood water devastated many part of the town. 

 

 



 

Embankment prevented the river Atrai and Khari from causing normal flood and thereby, the 

opportunity of over-bank sedimentation ceased. The induced rapid silting and raising of their 

beds. Rapid deterioration of the river Atrai and Khari induced phenomenal silting during the last 

few decades. The flood level average elevation of the Atrai bed is now 0.475 metre higher than 

that of the Khari near the confluence. During high flood the water from the Atrai transgress into 

the khari up to the town. Sedimentation due to Atrai flood takes place along the northern of 

Municipality. A number of sandbars and shoals formed by the Atrai prove such contention.  

 

Under the unique hydrological situation of the decaying Atrai and its tributary Danga Khari, the 

Khari is more rapidly drying and degrading up and converting itself slowly into a pool of near 

stagnant water body in the heart of Balurghat town, at least for a few months in a year. Thus, the 

drainage problem of Balurghat town is far more complicated than what it apparently looks.      

 

 

FLOOD AND WATER LOGGING HAZARD IN BALURGHAT TOWN 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Water logging is an age-old problem of Balurghat town. Municipal records reveal that Balurghat 

town and its environs has been suffering from flood through small in magnitude, caused b y the 

river Atrai and its tributary Dangi Khari overflowing their banks, are of almost annual occurrence 

and do more or less damage and caused tremendous stress on the fabric of the town. The earliest 

serious one of which account has been preserved was that of the 9th July 1892. This appears to 

have been an inundation from the Atrai which by way of the Gabura and Ghagra streams, swept 

down on the settlement of Balurghat. Even in 1912, J. F. Strong in his report states ; 

 

The principal requirement of the Municipality are the improvement of the system of drainage and 

filling up of the pits and hollows which form pools of stagnant water during the rains and 

contribute largely to the unhealthiness of the town. The drainage of part of the town is towards 

the Atrai river and of the other part towards the low lying fields beyond the Municipal boundary.  

 

Perhaps it was a true picture of drainage of the then Balurghat village. With the passage of time, 

the aerial expansion of the urban area increased many times, without paying much attention to 

the improvement of it basic infrastructure facilities. And the huge in-migration during the 

liberation war of Bangladesh caused a dramatic transformation of the natural and man-made 

drainage and sewage system of Balurghat town. Refugees from the then East Pakistan settled 

even along the active valley of the Danga Khari and the river Atrai. Filling of land along with 

construction of tiny embankment by the neo-settlers in the midst of the active river valley act as 

shoal and ultimately hinders the natural load movement beh avior of both and Danga Khari and 

Atrai river. The post-Bangladesh liberation war scenario in Balurghat town was dominated by 

massive construction structures without paying any attention to the normal and storm -water 

disposal waterways. And, thus, a perennial problem of water logging was finally deep rooted on 

the urban fabrics of Balurghat Municipality. 

 

 



WATER LOGGING HAZARD ZONATION 

It has already been mentioned that Balurghat Municipality has been experiencing recurring water 

logging hazard since the beginning of the last century. Unfortunately, no record has been 

available in any acceptable form. Distribution of relief materials by the Municipality has been 

found as an evidence of such hazard. The investigators of the project have initiated sample survey 

to get information in that regard and found the following severe water logged areas of the town ; 
 

• North central part of the Municipality in between State Highway (SH) and Tank more 

collectorate bypass in the Ward numbers 16, 17, 20 & 21 (Fig. 18). This elongated tract has 

been identified as the paleo-channel of the Atrai and consists of low lying areas having ground 

elevation of less than 20 meter which is more than 4 meter less than that of the average 

elevation of Balurghat Municipality. 
 

• Extreme north east corner of the Municipality in the Ward number 15. 
 

• South eastern part of the Municipality in the Ward number 12. The area consists of former 

paddy field and water bodies having an elevation of less than 22.5 meter i.e., 1 meter less than 

the average elevation of the town. 
 

• Another water logged area has been identified in the extreme south central part of the town in 

Ward number 5. The average elevation if this area is also less than 22.5 meter. 
 

• Severe water logging problem has also been identified in Ward number 15 and 16 along the 

Danga Khari where, the ground elevation has been identified well below 20 meter. 
 

• Another water logged area has been identified along the extreme south western corner of the 

Municipality in the ward number of 2. 
 

TIME DURATION OF WATER LOGGED SITUATION AT BALURGHAT TOWN SINCE 1995 
 

Duration of water logged condition in municipal area 
Year Period of occurrence 

Above 80% 40% to 80% Below 40% 

1995 September, October 95 hours 215 368  

1996 July, September 0 0 216  

1997 July 0 0 96 

1998 July, August, September 0 144 280  

1999 July, August, September 0 0 336  

2000 - 0 0 0 

2001 October 0 0 120  

2002 July, August 0 0 240  

2003 July 0 0 48 

2004 July, October 0 0 72 

2005 October 24 148 192  

2006 - 0 0 0 

Mean  2 3 10 

 

 

 



 

• It is revealed that Balurghat town experienced the most devastating flood / water logged 

condition during the month of October i.e., post-monsoon season. 

 

• During the past 12 year (1995 – 2006), Balurghat experienced only one case when more than 

80% of the total Municipality experienced devastating flood / water logged condition. Thus 

the probability of such event has been estimated to be 16.7%. However, the duration of such 

situation on an average would not be more than 60 hours per event.  

 

• The probability of waterlogged condition in 40 to 80% area of Balurghat Municipality has been 

estimated to be 25%. The expected duration of such an even would be about 167 hours in a 

year. 

 

• While, the probably of waterlogged condition in less than 40% municipal area has been 

estimated to be 83% and the expected duration of such event(s) would be 198 hours. 

 

PROPOSED MASTER PLAN FOR DRAINAGE MANAGEMENT 
 

INTRODUCTION  

The problem of flood / water logging hazard in Balurghat town is well-understood, including its 

causative factors, spatial and temporal distribution and its hazard components. Now we are in a 

position to propose a Comprehensive Master Plan for Drainage Management to ease out the 

problem of drainage congestion vis-à-vis water logging problem of Balurghat town. 
 

Past Protective Measures  

 

BALURGHAT TOWN PROTECTIVE WORK 
 

After the establishment of Balurghat town in the early twentieth century, it was felt by the local 

resident and administration that the area is highly flood-prone and water logged. Subsequently, 

the recurrence of floods and particularly bank failure of the river Atrai during 1980s when 41.92 

hectare of Municipal land lost for ever, forced the administration to adopt its first flood vis-à-vis 

water logging protective measures i.e., construction of flood shutters and embankment along the 

Atrai river followed by the construction of a pair of lock gates across the river Danga Khari that 

flows through the heart of Balurghat town. 
 

It was believed by the then engineers that the flood aggravated by the river Atrai was far more 

complicated with further deterioration of the channel due to rapid silting of bed. By the 1970s, the 

normal flood water level of the river Atrai became higher then that of the Danga Khari i.e., the 

main drainage channel of Balurghat Municipality. Thus, high flood level of the river Atrai at the 

outfall point of the river Danga Khari impedes drainage capability of Danga Khari. On the contrary, 

flood water from the river Atrai transgress frequently into the municipal areas through Danga 

Khari and drainage outlets connected to the Khari. The citizen of Balurghat town experienced 

large scale inundation and prolonged water logging from both local heavy rain in Danga Khari 

catchment and from heavy rain in far away of the Atrai catchment. 

 



 

MODEL II 
 

The problems relating to flood and inundation caused by the Danga Khari believed to be much 

more complicated and often exert serious consequences to urban structure of Balurghat town. 

After careful consideration of all possible parameters the following model namely, diversion of 

upper watershed flood discharge to Ghukshir Khari via Kalkalia Khari is proposed.  

 

Under this back drop of such a tricky situation, we are recommending Model II – Diversion of 

upland flood discharge of the river Danga Khari above Danga bill to the Ghukshir khari via Kalkali 

Khari as a component of comprehensive master plan for drainage management in Balurghat 

Municipality (Fig. 23). It is observed that Danga bill is a depression situated in eastern part of 

Danga mauza that bisect the Khari into two halves the upper and lower. Flood water from the 

much bigger (87% of the total catchment area) upper catchment accumulates in the Danga bill 

and on exceeding its capacity rain water flow into the lower Danga Khari channel. Over the years 

of negligence and excessive human interference the Danga bill has been deteriorated 

considerably. It is observed that the presently bill occupies only 8 hectare in compare to 28 

hectare during 1920s i.e. over two third of the natural depression has been lost during the past 75 

years. Consequently, the rain water retaining capacity of the bill has also been reduced 

significantly and thereby transmitting additional discharge into the Danga Khari. This ultimately 

affect Balurghat Municipality adversely as demonstrated by the increased frequency and 

magnitude of water logging / flood occurrences.  

 

To address the above mention complicated situation it is proposed that about 75% of the storm 

water discharge (calculated 12.00 million m3 runoff) 138.89m3/sec at 300 mm/24h-1 ) of the 

upper Danga Khari watershed during high intensity rainstorm (300 mm/24h-1 ) may be diverted 

into the Ghukshir Khari through the re -excavated and renovated rivulet Kalkalia Khari (presently 

in semi-decayed state). 

 

The total catchment of Kalkali Khari up to its confluence with Ghukshir Khari has been calculated 

to be 24.0766 sq. km. The total runoff generation at Kalkali Khari is estimated to be 7.223 million 

m3 with corresponding maximum discharge of 83.60 m3/sec at rainfall of (300 mm/2 4h -1 ). With 

the additional input from the upper Danga Khari after the implementation of Model II, the total 

estimated run off from the combined sources would be 19.223 million with corresponding 

maximum discharge of 222.49 m3/sec at rainfall of (300 mm/24h-1 ). To convey the additional 

discharge from the combine sources efficiently and safely into the Ghukshir Khari, the present 

Kalkali Khari channel is to be suitably be renovated.  

 

The diversion of flood water of the upper Danga Khari into the Ghukshir Khari through the rivulet 

Kalkali Khari as proposed will protect Balurghat town form the fury of recurring water logging 

condition during the period of high intensity rainfall. On the implementation of this particular 

recommendation, the flow magnitude will also be controlled through the construction of an 

embankment along with a weir structure below the Danga bill. This along with the renovated 

Danga Khari will eb able to hold considerable rain water and thereby will reduce the magnitude of 

inundation / wat er logging hazard in Balurghat town. 

 



 

TABLE NO. 11 

 

RUN-OFF GENERATION (CUBIC METRE) IN DANGA KHARI (53.66 SQ. KM.) 

 

Rainfall in millimeter in 24 hours Runoff / Discharge in 

million m3/m3/Sec 400 350 300 250 200  150 100  50 

Runoff from Danga 

Khari watershed 
21.464 18.781 16.098 13.415 10.732 8.049 5.366 2.683  

Discharge from Danga 

Khari 

248.42

6 

217.37

3 

186.31

9 

155.26

6 
124.213  93.159 

62.10

6 

31.05

3 

Runoff from upper 

Danga Khari watershed 
18.66  16.328 13.995 11.662 9.330 6.998 4.650 2.325  

Discharge from upper 

Danga Khari 

215.97

2 

188.98

1 

161.97

9 

134.97

7 
107.986  80.989 

53.99

3 

26.99

6 

Runoff from truncated 

Danga Khari watershed 
2.804  2.453  2.103  1.752  1.402 1.052 

0.700

9 
0.350  

Discharge from 

truncated Danga Khari 
32.454 28.391 24.340 20.29  16.227 12.170 8.113 4.057  

Danga watershed area (total) 53.66 sq.km. 

Danga watershed above Danga bill 
46.6503 

sq.km. 

Danga watershed below Danga bill 7.0097 sq.km. 

 

 

  

 

 
 
 


